FEATURE

This is the shrine or the supposed area of burial of St.
James the great. This is the ultimate end to the pilgrimage
- sort of like the endgame of the pilgrimage.

This is the area outside of the shrine, it has designs on
them - many of great religious significance.

The Cathedral of San Salvador, it's a noteworthy location
among the French way of the pilgrimage.

Camino de Santiago de Compostela,
Spain.
Why did you choose this one?
This is a general picture of the city of Santiago de
Compostela. It's a beautiful location with towering church
spires and homes going down a hill. It's the beginning of
the end of the pilgrimage.

I chose this specific one because it appeals to me, the very idea
of me getting to leave my modern life and just have a simple
existence is far more appealing to me than anything else that the
modern life has to offer. As I'm not religious I don't find comfort
in Religion, as I'm not at peace when at home I can't find comfort
in my home, nor can I find it in anyone else in my life except
myself - It speaks to the side of me that seeks simplicity instead
of the me that focuses on depth and complexity.

What is your favourite feature and why?
My favourite feature is the lack of features. I genuinely just want to live
simply and nothing else. A calm silence is what I seek but can't ever find,
even home is loud and hectic.

The Scallop shell is a symbol of the Camino that you may
find during the journey, it's very interesting.

Why would people visit here? What would they
gain from it?
Well, there isn't much to be gained aside from breathing time. A break
from hectic and busy modern life and a step back into calmness. In the
modern day, we're hateful and quick to anger but simply - just living life at
the bare minimum, is a more pleasurable existence then chasing a bar
that you will never meet. A break from social standards and from living in
a large community. You get to be you, just for that long walk but that one
long walk would probably be more than enough.

